Abstract-Current business faces new challenges that require modern and adjusted IT models. Authors of this paper try to identify and indicate selected challenges that are addressed by by cloud computing concept and Big Data solutions. Authors of this paper concentrate od Microsoft Azure cloud offering mainly in area of Big Data and they want to prove that development of Big Data solutions in cloud environment can be efficient from financial and functional perspective.
I. INTRODUCTION
owadays organizations are facing new challenges due to emerging business models. They operate on a market where competitors provide customers with more sophisticated and advanced services. Enterprises need to benefit from modern technologies if they want to reach or even overtake competitors. There is number of examples of companies that invented new service or product and seriously changed the way the market works. Examples of Uber, Netflix, Spotify, Airbnb or WhatsApp show that basing on communication technologies and efficient data processing and usage one can build business worth much more than the one working in traditional model. Of course market leaders are forced to continuously streamline their business basing on 2 main pillars: delivery of unique value to their clients and customers and controlling efficiency of business processes -mainly based on cost-cutting. Companies like Microsoft, Google, Amazon, Facebook are in a process of continuous improvement of business strategies, models and operational processes to keep their current position or expand the business.
N II. BUSINESS AND IT CHALLENGES
There are several IT challenges that companies need to consider in current business. Among them we can distinguish:
• Innovation agility [1] , [2] -understood as flexibility of IT architectures and business approaches to quickly deliver value, evaluate efficiency and market potential and if necessary scale up the innovation or withdraw with reasonable incurred expenses • Interoperability and microservices architectures [3] , [4] attractive but also impressive and efficient than others.  Consumerization [6] of business activities expressed mainly in BYOD approach. It addresses the adoption of consumer devices and applications in the workforce. Employees bring computer tablets and smartphones into the workplace and harness social media applications and special purpose apps for their work lives. Such behavior if not properly managed may impact enterprise security but also can increase productivity of individuals and teams. The effects of consumerization are considered to be a major driver that redefines the relationship between employees (in terms of consumers of enterprise IT) and the IT organization [7] . Examples of consumerization we can observe in a phenomenon of existence iPhone and iPad in business scenarios, the usage of Facebook in companies and popularity of such application like Yammer or Hipchat that are based on Facebook. Another example are Google-like enterprise search indexing internal business content and documents in company that seem to be efficient in knowledge management scenarios.  Internet of things measurability. The advancements and convergence of micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) technology, wireless communications, and digital electronics has resulted in the development of miniature devices having the ability to sense, compute, and communicate wirelessly in short distances. These miniature devices called nodes interconnect to form a wireless sensor networks (WSN) and find wide ranging applications in environmental monitoring, infrastructure monitoring, traffic monitoring, retail, etc. [8] . IoT approach is not narrowed only to connecting things such as devices, machines etc. to the Internet, but it also allows them to interact with each other, exchange specific data, and complete some tasks without human interaction. Machine-to-machine (M2M) communication is nothing new, but this way of using sensors and wireless connection is revolutionary. Basic example of M2M operation is when sensors gather data, send it to a network either wirelessly or via cable connection, where its directed to a central server. We are able to create a wide range of IoT based business scenarios that give a real benefits to end users. We also have to be aware that all those signals and messages exchanged by IoT devices occur to be a valuable data that can be gathered and used, for example for decision making or enhancing operations. The amount of data generated by IoT devices is grooving rapidly. The figure 1 presents forecasts regarding number of connected devices in use globally. Assuming that part of them produce data that is worth storing and analyzing we can conclude that it is impossible to build efficient analytical system basing on relational databases and data warehousing technologies. Due to anticipated efficiency issues dig data technologies have to be involved in the processing of Internet of Things originated data.
Figure 1 Forecasts for the entire Internet-connected ecosystem.
Source: BI Intelligence [9] Mentioned challenges are addressed mainly by two emerging IT concepts that are significant nowadays and affect business models. They are Big Data and Cloud Computing. Formally separable concepts in some areas are strongly related and their association can deliver real profits for users. Authors are aiming to present both concepts basing on an example of Microsoft Azure offering that is one of the most advanced platforms addressing mentioned challenges. We cannot predict precisely the final number of connected devices and amount of produced data that is why such solutions require a flexible resource allocation what is beneficial from performance perspective.
II. CLOUD COMPUTING OFFERING

III. BIG DATA ECOSYSTEM OVERVIEW
As it was mentioned current business generate and possess a huge amount of data created during their operational activity. The data is stored in various IT systems in miscellaneous formats and very often in different locations. Continuous development of Computer Sciences and Information Technologies is increasing the level of knowledge concerning methods of designing and creating databases and processing the data that give us new possibilities and opportunities in acquiring information and knowledge increasing the business performance.
Big data concept is not aimed to deliver a business critical transactional systems. It is more about performing analytics.
Recently big data and big data analytics have been used to describe the data sets and analytical techniques in applications that are so large (from terabytes to exabytes) and complex (from sensor to social media data) that they require advanced and unique data [13] . The challenge of big data is to manage a large volume of data with optimal processing time [14] .
Describing Big Data architecture we have to start from MapReduce concept is one of the most important techniques, and currently the preferred choice of cloud providers, for providing cloud-based data analysis services [15] . This platform invented by Google allows distribute processing on large number of computers. It is basing on 2 steps. Mapping is a step splitting the complex task into subtasks and reduce is about aggregation of results to combine them into one answer. Map function processes a key/value pair to generate a set of intermediate key/value pairs, and a reduce function merges all intermediate values associated with the same intermediate key [16] , [17] .
Basing on a MapReduce concept Apache™ Hadoop® platform emerged. The Apache™ Hadoop® project develops open-source software for reliable, scalable, distributed computing.
The Apache Hadoop software library is a framework that allows for the distributed processing of large data sets across clusters of computers using simple programming models. It is designed to scale up from single servers to thousands of machines, each offering local computation and storage. Rather than rely on hardware to deliver high-availability, the library itself is designed to detect and handle failures at the application layer, so delivering a highly-available service on top of a cluster of computers, each of which may be prone to failures. 
Azure also includes 3 rd party solutions basing on Hadoop concept. They are:
 Cloudera Enterprise Data Hub  Hortonworks Sandbox on Azure
Why to implement Hadoop in the cloud? Deploying Hadoop on-premises requires hardware and skilled Hadoop experts to set up, tune and maintain them. Cloud service possess preconfigured platforms that we can launch in minutes without up-front costs. Most big data tasks require individual tasks of data processing and after it is finished we can shut down the platform and stop incurring expenses.
If we want to initiate Hadoop cluster in Microsoft Azure platform we have to specify:
1. Type o a cluster. We have to choose from: Hadoop, Storm, HBase, Spark and R Server (2 latest existing in a preview edition). We also need to define Operationg system (Linux or Windows) and verision of chosen software. Confoguration of a cluster type is presented on figure 4 . 2. In a next step we have to provide credential -admin password and an name and password of a remote desktop user 3. We have to indicate the storage account for the cluster 4. We have to choose the pricing tier. We specify the number of nodes (computers in cluster) and their parameters. This step is presented on a figure 5. 5. We can also define Optional configuration regarding:
a. Virtual network b. External Metastores c. Script Actions d. Linked Storage Accounts 6. We should also allocate our cluster to resource group what determines the localization of servers. After initiation of a process crating platform we had to wait about 20 minutes for Hadoop cluster to be created. We can connect using remote desktop and perform operations.
CONCLUSIONS
New business challenges require modern and adjusted IT models. Some of challenges are addressed by cloud computing concept. In modern business we need analytical tools that are able to perform analytical tasks efficiently. Big Data solutions can support those business needs. Authors of this paper wanted to prove that building Big Data solutions in cloud environment in some cases can be more efficient and give additional value supporting enterprise business.
